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Summary
Pension funds and insurance companies increasingly consider climate risk (both physical
and transition risk) as a key source of systematic, long-term risk in their investment portfolios. However, the impact of climate risk on optimal portfolio allocation is difﬁcult to study,
since historical data contain little information about such risks. We propose a novel approach to assess the impact of climate change on long-term equity risk and portfolio allocation by combining historical data with a theoretical model that describes how rising temperatures inﬂuence asset prices by increasing the likelihood of climate disasters that lower
economic and dividend growth. In particular, we consider Bayesian investors which complement historical data with “prior” information derived from the theoretical “temperature
long-run risk” (LRR-T) model of Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa (2019). Our approach uses this prior
information to obtain more precise estimates of long-term climate risks than existing methods, which solely rely on historical data. Our approach highlights how incorporating the theoretical model affects investors’ forecasts of the equity risk premium, equity risk over different horizons, and correlations between the risk-free asset and asset. We illustrate the implications of our approach for the optimal asset allocation of investors with different “views”
on the importance of climate risk.
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Samenvatting
Pensioenfondsen en verzekeringsmaatschappijen zien klimaatrisico (zowel fysiek als transitierisico) steeds meer als een belangrijke bron van systematisch, lange-termijn risico in hun
beleggingsportefeuilles. Het inschatten van de impact van klimaatrisico op optimale portefeuilles is echter lastig, omdat historische data weinig informatie bevatten over dergelijke
risico’s. Wij introduceren een nieuwe benadering om de impact van klimaatverandering op
lange-termijn aandelenrisico en optimale portefeuilles te meten door historische data te
combineren met een theoretisch model. In het bijzonder kijken we naar een Bayesiaanse
investeerder die historische data aanvult met ‘prior’ informatie afgeleid uit het theoretische
‘temperature long-run risk’ (LRR-T) model van Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa (2019), dat beschrijft hoe stijgende temperaturen aandelenprijzen beı̈nvloeden door de kans te vergroten op
klimaatrampen die economische groei en dividendgroei aantasten. Onze aanpak gebruikt
deze prior informatie om nauwkeuriger schattingen van lange-termijn klimaatrisico’s te
verkrijgen dan bestaande methoden, die uitsluitend gebaseerd zijn op historische gegevens.
We laten zien hoe het meenemen van het theoretische model de prognoses van beleggers
over de risicopremie op aandelen, aandelenrisico over verschillende horizons en de correlaties tussen risicovrije rente en aandelenrendementen beı̈nvloedt. We illustreren de implicaties van onze aanpak voor de optimale portefeuilles van beleggers met verschillende
‘visies’ over het belang van klimaatrisico.

3
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Executive Summary
Climate risk is increasingly viewed as one of the most important ﬁnancial risks for long-term
investors such as pension funds and insurance companies. The aim of this paper is to examine how climate change affects long-term equity risk and optimal portfolio allocation.
Studying these questions is hampered by the fact that historical data are of little use, since
they neither include sufﬁcient realizations of extreme climate effects (physical risk) nor of
government policies or technological shocks in response to climate change (transition risk).
Our key innovation is to combine historical data with a theoretical model that describes
how climate change (in particular, climate disasters as a result of rising temperatures) affects the economy and thus asset prices. Combining data with theory may result in more
precise estimates of long-term climate risks than methods that solely rely on historical data.
Furthermore, our approach allows for an assessment of the impact of climate change on
long-term equity risk and portfolio allocation under different “views” of investors on (the
pricing of) climate risks. Our approach focuses on physical risk, but could also be relevant
for transition risk.
To illustrate how the combination of data and theory inﬂuence the assessment of climate
risk as well as portfolio allocation, we introduce three types of investors, each with a different view on climate risk:
• Pension fund A is an “agnostic investor” – which does not take a clear view on the importance and pricing climate risk and solely uses historical data to study how temperature changes are related to asset prices.
• Pension fund B is a “dogmatic investor” – which strongly believes in the importance
of climate risk and its impact on asset prices and solely uses the theoretical model to
study long-term equity risk and portfolio allocation.
• Pension fund C is a “holistic investor” – which believes that the impact of climate change
is greater than historical data indicate and combines these data with the theoretical
model.

4
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We document three key effects:
1. Equity premium: The theoretical model predicts that the expected market risk premium (equity premium) increases with rising temperatures, which is not reﬂected in
historical data. As temperatures continue to rise, economic disasters as a result of climate change will become more frequent. The model indicates that climate disasters
have a persistent negative impact on risk-free returns. However, the impact on equity
market returns is transitory, because quickly decreasing prices keep future market
returns high. Everything else equal, this ﬁrst effect leads “dogmatic” pension fund B
to allocate a greater share of its portfolio to equities than “holistic” pension fund C,
which allocates more to equities than “agnostic” pension fund A.
2. Long run equity risk: The increase in the equity premium in the theoretical model is
the result of an increase in equity market risk over the long run. An important issue
in the study of long-term portfolio allocation is the presumed degree of mean reversion in equity market returns (that is, the extent to which negative returns tend to
be followed by positive returns). A popular viewpoint is that equity risk is lower over
longer horizons because of mean reversion in equity market returns, as was argued
in the well-known 2008 book Stocks for the Long Run by Jeremy Siegel. This argument
suggests that long-term investors should allocate a relatively greater share to equities
(although this viewpoint has been disputed in subsequent research). Indeed, we ﬁnd
that there is a considerable degree of mean reversion in equity returns in the data, implying that “agnostic” pension fund A invests a greater share in equities the longer its
investment horizon. In contrast, the degree of mean reversion in equity returns is far
smaller in the theoretical model. The intuition is that climate disasters occur in clusters in high temperature periods; in other words, in the model disasters are followed
by more disasters, instead of by a positive shock (which would imply mean reversion).
Therefore, including climate change increases long-run variance because of decreased
mean reversion, everything else equal leading “dogmatic” pension fund B to reduce its
equity share over longer horizons, relative to “holistic” pension fund C, and especially
relative to “agnostic” pension fund A.

5
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3. Correlation between risk-free rate and equity market returns: Another important consideration in the optimal allocation of long-term investors to a risk-free asset (shortterm government bonds) and to equities is the correlation between the risk-free interest rate and equity market returns. In the data, this correlation is relatively small. In
the theoretical model (when accounting for reinvestment risk in the risk-free asset),
the risk-free rate and equity market returns are uncorrelated over short horizons, but
become strongly positively correlated in the long run. The reason is that climate disasters have a large negative effect on both the risk-free rate and equity market returns.
As a result of this third effect (everything else equal), “dogmatic” pension fund B reduces its equity share over longer horizons, relative to “holistic” pension fund C, and
especially relative to “agnostic” pension fund A.
Figure 1 below illustrates the combined implication of effects 1.-3. on the optimal portfolio
allocation of pension funds A, B, and C. The ﬁgure shows the optimal share of each pension
fund’s portfolio invested in equities (between 0 and 100%) as a function of the investment
horizon (between 0 and 100 quarters – or 25 years). Each of the pension funds balances the
predicted equity premium with the predicted equity risk over various horizons, taking into
account the predicted correlations between the risk-free rate and equity market returns.
For short horizons up to 25 quarters, the greater equity premium implied by the theoretical model leads “dogmatic” pension fund B to invest the greatest share in equities (around
60%); “agnostic” pension fund A invests just 30% (increasing to 60% at the 25-quarter horizon) of its portfolio in equities since the equity premium is relatively lower in the historical data, while the equity share of “holistic” pension fund C is somewhere in between. Over
longer horizons, the equity share of “agnostic” pension fund A increases, as a result of mean
reversion in equity returns in the data and thus lower predicted equity risk over longer horizons. In contrast, “dogmatic” pension fund B reduces its share invested in equities over
longer horizons (down to 25% at the 100-quarter horizon) as a result of the increasing longterm equity risk as well as the increasing correlations between the risk-free rate and equity
market returns. Again, “holistic” pension fund C takes the middle ground by combining insights from the data with the theoretical model, the net effect being a gradual increase in its
equity share from 50% at very short horizons to close to 75% at an horizon of 25 years.

6
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Equity Allocation by Pension Fund
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Figure 1: Optimal allocation to equities as a function of investment horizon.
Overall, we believe that our paper offers a few important high-level insights into the possible implications of climate change for optimal portfolio allocation by pension funds and
insurance companies. First, we provide a concrete approach to deal with the widely shared
concern that using historical data to study portfolio allocation has signiﬁcant limitations in
light of the uncertain long-term effects of climate change not present in the data. Our approach allows investors to combine data with insights from theoretical models and is ﬂexible in the sense that investors can examine the impact of different “views” by varying the
weights they place on the data versus the theoretical model. Second, our analysis puts forward three key parameters that investors should consider when studying the impact of climate change on portfolio allocation. In particular, climate change may affect the equity premium, the degree of equity risk over different horizons, as well as the correlations between
different asset classes.
That said, we view our analysis as one step closer to understanding the impact of climate
change on long-term equity risk and portfolio allocation and thereby rather an illustration
of possible effects than concrete investment advice. Our study has a number of important
limitations. First, we are currently aware of only one theoretical model on the effects of climate risk on asset prices that can serve as an input for our analysis. This model, like any
other model, provides a stylized view of the world and we would thus welcome alternative models that can be used in combination with the data. Second, the theoretical model
we use focuses on physical risk stemming from climate disasters as a result of increasing
temperatures. We hope that new models will incorporate different forms of physical risk as

7
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well as transition risk. Third, our current analysis is based on two asset classes only: a riskfree asset and risky equities. Future work should extend the scope to more asset classes. In
particular, in follow-up research, we aim to make a distinction between portfolios of assets
(stocks) that are more or less vulnerable to climate change. We have included some preliminary analysis in the paper below, but more work is needed to better understand these
effects. Fourth, the current paper follows most of the literature and uses U.S. data, but we
are well aware that a global perspective is vital for most pension funds and insurance companies.

8
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Introduction

A growing body of research examines how climate change affects socio-economic outcomes,
ranging from agricultural production and labor productivity to health and civil conﬂict.1 Colacito, Hoffmann, and Phan (2019) show that rising temperatures can reduce U.S. economic
growth by up to one-third over the next century. Climate change also affects ﬁnancial markets. Hong, Li, and Xu (2019) ﬁnd lower earnings growth and stock returns for food companies in countries that experience prolonged periods of drought. Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa
(2019) argue that temperature change is a source of long-run economic risk that carries a
signiﬁcantly positive premium in equity markets.
Investors are increasingly aware that climate change can pose signiﬁcant investment risks
that should be integrated in their portfolio strategies. Regulators also recognize that ﬁnancial institutions are exposed to environmental risk factors and encourage them to quantify
these risks. For instance, new European regulations (IORP II) require pension funds to include climate risk in their own-risk assessment. However, despite their efforts, investors
struggle to fully grasp the potential impact of climate change on the value of their portfolio
and are searching for approaches to quantify these risks (see, e.g., the survey conducted by
Krueger, Sautner, and Starks (2020)).2
Existing work studies the impact of climate change on current asset prices. However, given
the long-term nature of climate change, long-horizon investors such as pension funds are
more concerned about its effects over longer holding periods. These long-term effects are
difﬁcult to measure due to two key problems:3 data unavailability and peso problems. Estimating the climate risk exposure of assets is challenging because data availability for climate risk factors is limited and because currently available data samples may not include
sufﬁcient realizations of severe climate change effects. Robert Stambaugh summarizes the
uncertainty about the long-horizon impact of climate change on asset prices by noting that
when we “expand the horizon to the next several decades, the possible effects of global
1

Dell, Jones, and Olken (2014) provide an overview of work on the economic impact of climate change.
In his 2020 letter to CEOs available at www.blackrock.com/uk/individual/larry-fink-ceo-letter, Larry
Fink notes that “climate change is almost invariably the top issue that clients around the world raise with BlackRock.”
3
A third, related, issue is parameter uncertainty about the impact of climate change on returns. This is outside the scope of this paper.
2
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warming range from negligible to catastrophic.”4
We address these issues by proposing a novel approach for measuring the impact of climate change on long-horizon equity risk and return that supplements historical data with
prior information derived from economic theory. In particular, we set up a Vector Autoregression model (VAR) to analyze the long-run dynamics of equity returns and include temperature change as a predictor in the VAR model to proxy for climate risk. Since the frequency and economic impact of past climate-induced disasters may not be representative
of their future impact in a scenario of prolonged climate change, historical data may not be
very informative about the impact of climate change on long-horizon returns. We therefore
estimate the VAR parameters using a Bayesian approach that combines historical data with
theoretical prior beliefs about return dynamics.5
We elicit these beliefs from the temperature long-run risk (LRR-T) model of Bansal, Kiku, and
Ochoa (2019), in which rising temperatures inﬂuence asset prices by increasing the likelihood of future climate disasters that lower economic growth. Because of investors’ concerns about the implications of temperature increases for future growth, climate risk can
be reﬂected in current asset prices even though the impact of climate change in historical
data is limited. By imposing a structure on the relation between temperature change and
returns, the LRR-T model provides prior information about the impact of climate change. Incorporating this information yields more precise estimates of long-term climate risks than
existing methods that solely rely on past data.
Our main results are as follows. First, we show that an investor with LRR-T beliefs perceives
stock markets to be riskier over longer horizons because disasters induced by climate change
reduce mean reversion in returns. Intuitively, because in the LRR-T model temperature
change is persistent, climate-induced disasters tend to occur in clusters during high-temperature
periods, i.e., disasters are more likely to be followed by further negative shocks to consumption and dividends than by positive shocks. As a result, the long-horizon predictive
variance of returns is higher for investors who form beliefs based on the LRR-T model than
for investors with an uninformative prior.
4

This quote is from https://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/29/your-money/stocks-and-bonds/29stra.html.
As pointed out by Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018), “asset pricing theory could provide additional guidance about important aspects of the return process for which the sample evidence is not particularly
informative.”
5
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Second, we ﬁnd that the investor with LRR-T beliefs expects the market risk premium to increase after a climate disaster occurs. In particular, whereas disasters cause a persistent
negative shock to risk-free rates, the negative impact on expected market returns is transitory because prices rapidly account for lower expected future dividends after a disaster
strikes.
Third, we quantify the impact of climate change on portfolio choice for investors who can
choose between allocating their wealth to the market portfolio and the risk-free asset. We
show that for long-term investors with a horizon beyond 25 quarters, the optimal allocation
to equity decreases when accounting for climate change because the increase in perceived
market risk outweighs the increase in the market risk premium. In contrast, for short-term
investors the increase in the expected market risk premium is sufﬁciently large to increase
the optimal allocation to equity. The impact of climate change on the predictive return variance increases with the investment horizon because of the positive trend in temperature
that increases the occurrence of clustered climate disasters. Assuming more severe climate
change scenarios ampliﬁes these effects.
Finally, we document larger (smaller) expected returns for investors in a portfolio that is
(non-) vulnerable to temperature change, as compared to each other and the market. This
is visible in both the historical data and our theoretical model. Investors turn out to be fairly
(perhaps even more than fairly) compensated for additional risk in vulnerable portfolios.
Therefore, long-only investors who can combine the risk-free asset with vulnerable and
non-vulnerable portfolios tend to invest in vulnerable portfolios in a similar fashion as they
would otherwise do in the market, and leave non-vulnerable portfolios out of their optimal
allocation entirely.
Our work contributes to two strands of literature. First, we add to the growing body of literature that studies how climate change affects asset prices. Existing work shows that carbon
emissions (Ilhan, Sautner, and Vilkov (2020) and Bolton and Kacperczyk (2019)), temperature increases (Balvers, Du, and Zhao (2017), Barnett (2020), and Kumar, Xin, and Zhang
(2019)), and drought trends (Hong, Li, and Xu (2019)) impact asset prices. Whereas these papers focus on the short-term consequences of climate change, we study the implications for
long-horizon investors.

11
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Second, we extend the literature on long-horizon equity risk. Climate change adds to known
determinants of long-run risk such as mean reversion (Barberis (2000)) and uncertainty
about future expected returns (Pastor and Stambaugh (2012)). Our paper builds on the approach proposed by Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018) to formulate prior beliefs
about return dynamics based on economic theory. We contribute to their work by incorporating climate change as a new source of long-horizon risk and by studying its impact on
optimal portfolio choice for long-term investors. We show that climate change has a signiﬁcant impact on the predictive distribution of equity returns, increasing both the market risk
premium and the long-horizon return variance.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our approach for modeling longhorizon equity returns. In Section 3 we discuss how we incorporating prior beliefs implied
by the LRR-T model in our model. Section 4 presents the predictive regression estimates,
the long-horizon implications from these estimates on variance ratios and correlations, and
the impact of climate change on optimal portfolio choice of long- and short-term investors.
Section 5 concludes.

12
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Long-Horizon Portfolio Choice

Section 2.1 introduces the predictive VAR model that we use to characterize the long-horizon
dynamics of equity returns. Section 2.2 explains the Bayesian approach used to estimate
the VAR parameters model and the methodology used to construct optimal portfolios.

2.1

Long-horizon forecasts

We estimate a Vector Autoregression (VAR) model on quarterly data from 1947Q1 to 2019Q4
to analyze the long-horizon dynamics of equity risk and returns, as is common in the strategic asset allocation literature (e.g., Barberis (2000) and Pastor and Stambaugh (2012)). To
capture climate risk, we augment the model with a return predictor related to climate change
through the inclusion of the long-term trend in temperature change in the model. Speciﬁcally, the VAR is given as






rm,t+1


p
−
d


t
 t
pt+1 − dt+1 





 = a + B  rf,t 

 + t+1 ,




 rf,t+1 


∆Tt
∆Tt+1

t+1 ∼ N (0, Σ),

(1)

where rm,t+1 is the log market return, pt+1 − dt+1 is the log price-dividend ratio of the market portfolio, rf,t+1 is the ex ante risk-free yield to maturity and ∆Tt+1 is the long-term temperature innovation, proxied by the ﬁrst difference of the ﬁve-year moving average of the
temperature anomaly.6 The set of VAR parameters (a, B, Σ) can be split into parts as




a = ar ax , ax = apd arf aT ,


6







bpd,pd bpd,rf bpd,T 




 br 

B =   , br = br,pd br,rf br,T , Bx = 
brf,pd brf,rf brf,T  ,


Bx
bT,pd bT,rf bT,T

(2)

Since we assume that the Campbell and Shiller (1988) decomposition holds in our holds in our model, we
do not include dividend growth in this VAR speciﬁcation. The VAR coefﬁcients related to dividend growth can be
computed directly from the coefﬁcient estimates for the market return and the price-dividend ratio, as is done
in Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018). However, in our analysis, we do not study the VAR dynamics of
dividend growth.

13
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and
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2

Σ=
 , Σxr = 
σrrf  , Σx = σrf pd σrf σrf T  .




Σxr Σx
2
σrT
σT pd σT rf σT

(3)

We use the predictive VAR from Equation (1) to make long-horizon forecasts for the market
return7 (cumulative log returns rm,t,t+k = rm,t+1 + · · · + rm,t+k ) and the state variables in the
model conditional on the estimated set of VAR parameters (a, B, Σ) and the last observed
value of the state variables xt , given as


E[rm,t,t+k | a, B, Σ, xt ] = kar + br (I − Bx )−1 (kI − (I − Bx )−1 (I − Bxk ))ax + (I − Bxk )xt ,

(4)



where xt = pt − dt rf,t ∆Tt . Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018) show that the
conditional variance of the long-horizon return forecast equals
Var(rm,t,t+k | a, B, Σ) =

kσr2



+

i.i.d. uncertainty

+

k−1


i=1

k−1


i=1

2br (1 − Bx )−1 (I − Bxi )Σxr


mean reversion



(5)

(br (1 − Bx )−1 (I − Bxi ))Σx (br (1 − Bx )−1 (I − Bxi )) .


uncertainty about future expected returns



There are three variance components in this setting. The i.i.d. uncertainty stays constant
per-period. Mean reversion causes long-horizon variance to decrease, which is why Siegel
(2008) argues that equities are less risky for long-horizon investors. The third component
is uncertainty about future expected returns. The idea of this component is that predictors
in the VAR model are time-varying, and uncertainty about the level of future predictors will
increase the predictive variance of the dependent variable as well. We study the changes
to the variance over the horizon by analyzing the variance ratio for market returns V Rk =
Var(rm,t,t+k |Dt )
kVar(rm,t,t+1 |Dt ) .
7
We use the same predictive regression for the returns of portfolios that are vulnerable and non-vulnerable
to temperature change in additional analyses.
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Bayesian estimation

We estimate the parameters of the VAR using a Bayesian approach that complements historical data with prior information derived from economic theory. Speciﬁcally, we impose
a structure on the relation between the temperature trend and economic and dividend
growth by specifying prior beliefs based on the LRR-T model from Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa
(2019). We derive the implications of the LRR-T model for return dynamics by applying the
framework of Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018). The model and the construction
of the model-based VAR parameters are discussed in Sections 3.1 to 3.4.
Our Bayesian approach to incorporating climate risk into portfolio choice allows for the accommodation of different investor beliefs about the pricing of climate risk in equity and
risk-free bond markets. We quantify the effect of these prior beliefs on the perceived riskiness of stock markets over different holding periods and on optimal portfolio choice for
long-term investors. We consider three prior investor beliefs. First, the agnostic investor has
no prior views about the impact of climate change on equity return dynamics and, therefore, lets the data speak. This is equivalent to a frequentist approach for estimating the VAR
model that ignores prior information and gives full weight to the return dynamics implied
by historical data.8 Second, the climate risk believer is convinced that climate change affects
equity returns in the way implied by the temperature long-run risk model. This dogmatic investor therefore assigns full weight to the model-based prior beliefs. Historical data are not
taken into account by this investor. Third, the Bayesian investor has faith in her prior beliefs
derived from theory, but is aware that these beliefs may be inaccurate and updates them
based on observed data. She assigns equal weights to the prior and the data. The posterior speciﬁcation for the VAR model from this investor is discussed in Appendix A.3. Our approach easily extends to different beliefs. For example, one could analyze a climate risk denier that ﬁxes the coefﬁcient from market returns on temperature change in the VAR model
to a value of zero.
8
Technically, we estimate the posterior VAR for this investor on historical data with an uninformative multivariate Jeffreys prior.

15
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Sampling and portfolio choice

We draw posterior observations from the predictive VAR from Equation (1) from the posterior VAR distribution in Appendix A.3 with direct sampling until we have 5,000 accepted
draws. In the VAR model based on the data with uninformative prior (agnostic investor) and
the model-based prior (climate risk believer), all draws are accepted. In the VAR model that
combines historical data with the model-based prior (Bayesian investor), we apply the nonnegativity constraint proposed in Campbell and Thompson (2008) by only accepting draws
with positive equity premiums. The methodology to apply this constraint in a Bayesian setting is also discussed in Pettenuzzo, Timmermann, and Valkanov (2014) and Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018). The posterior mean of these draws is the set of VAR parameters on which we base our portfolio choice.
We compute the optimal allocation to the risky portfolios and the risk-free asset for a buyand-hold long-only investor. Optimal portfolios for various investment horizons k are constructed by maximizing expected power utility with respect to the predictive distribution of
future stock returns.9 . Formally, the investor maximizes expected utility at time t + k conditional on the estimated VAR parameters (a, B, Σ)

max

wt,t+k

(6)

Et [U (Wt+k )|(a, B, Σ)],

where end-of-period wealth of our buy-and-hold investor is Wt+k = wt,t+k Rt,t+k , with wt,t+k
the vector of optimal portfolio weights to the available assets and Rt,t+k the cumulative return on these assets. Power utility is given as U (Wt+k ) =

1−A
Wt+k
1−A ,

in which A = 5 is the risk

aversion level. We compare two investors, one who invests in the market portfolio and the
risk-free asset, and one who combines portfolios that are vulnerable or non-vulnerable to
temperature innovations with the risk-free asset. We use the numerical methodology described in Appendix A.4 to solve the optimal weights for investment horizon k from 1 to
100 quarters. In a nutshell, we use a grid search over possible investment weights to compute the weights that give the highest average utility over 250,000 draws of future returns
forecasted from the estimated VAR parameters until horizon k. As Hoevenaars, Molenaar,
9
Power utility is often assumed in related work, e.g. Pastor and Stambaugh (2012), Diris (2014), Hoevenaars,
Molenaar, Schotman, and Steenkamp (2014), and Johannes, Korteweg, and Polson (2014)
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Schotman, and Steenkamp (2014), we explicitly account for reinvestment risk in the risk-free
asset and, therefore, allow for correlated returns between the risk-free asset and risky assets.
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Incorporating Theoretical Prior Information

Section 3.1 outlines the LRR-T model that is used to form prior beliefs about the impact of
climate change on ﬁnancial market variables. Section 3.2 describes the data including the
construction of vulnerable and non-vulnerable portfolios and Section 3.3 discusses the calibration of the LRR-T model. Section 3.4 illustrates the implications from the LRR-T model
and the simulation approach used to derive the model-implied prior beliefs for the VAR parameters.

3.1

The temperature long-run risk model

Theoretical beliefs about our VAR parameters are based on an adjusted version of the LRR-T
model of Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa (2019). The LRR-T model imposes a structure on the relation between temperature change and ﬁnancial market variables such as stock market
returns and price-dividend ratios. The representative investor with Epstein and Zin (1989)
recursive preferences optimizes lifetime utility


1−γ
θ

Ut = (1 − δ)Ct

+

1−γ θ1
δ(Et [Ut+1
])



θ
1−γ

,

(7)

with Ct aggregate consumption at time t, δ ∈ (0, 1) the investor time preference, γ the coefﬁcient of risk aversion, θ =

1−γ
1
1− ψ

, and ψ the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (IES). The

log of aggregate consumption growth (∆ct+1 = log(Ct+1 /Ct )) and log dividend growth of the
portfolio i10 (∆dt+1,i = log(Dt+1,i /Dt,i )) follow
∆ct+1 = µc + σt ηt+1 + Xt+1 ,
∆dt+1,i = µd + πd σt ηt+1 + φi Xt+1 + ϕd σt ut+1 ,

(8)

2
= σ̄ 2 + ν(σt2 − σ̄ 2 ) + σw wt+1 ,
σt+1

ηt+1 , ut+1 , wt+1 ∼ N i.i.d.(0, 1),
with mutually independent shocks ηt+1 , ut+1 , and wt+1 scaled by time-varying volatility σt .
Xt+1 is the adverse economic impact of temperature-driven disasters on consumption and
10

Portfolio i is the market or the portfolio (non-)vulnerable to temperature innovations, i = m, v, nv
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dividend growth, based on a disaster process N with Poisson distributed increments as
Xt+1 = ρXt + d∆Nt+1 ,

(9)

∆Nt+1 ∼ Poisson(λt = ∆t(λ0 + λ1 Tt )),
where ρ < 1 is the persistence of economic disaster impact, d < 0 is the initial disasterrelated growth shock to consumption and dividends and Tt is the long-term temperature
level, in turn based on the atmospheric carbon concentration εt as
Tt+1 = χεt+1 ,
εt+1 = νε εt + µε + Θ(µc + σt ηt+1 ) + σζ ζt+1 ,

(10)

ζt+1 ∼ N i.i.d.(0, 1).
This structure allows for a feedback loop between consumption growth and the atmospheric
carbon concentration, by including µc and ηt+1 in the process for the latter. We assume that
the log of the wealth-consumption ratio zt and the log of the price-dividend ratio of portfolio i, zt,i , are given as

zt(,i) = A0(,i) + A1(,i) Tt + A2(,i) Xt + A3(,i) σt2 .

(11)

Portfolios differ in the exposure of future dividend growth on disaster impact Xt+1 , through
the portfolio-speciﬁc parameter φi in Equation (8), which is higher for portfolios more vulnerable to temperature change. The analytical solution of the price-dividend and wealthconsumption ratios, using the Campbell and Shiller (1988) decomposition, is presented in
Appendix A.1. We discuss the adjustments made to the LRR-T model of Bansal, Kiku, and
Ochoa (2019) in Appendix A.2.

3.2

Data

Market returns, dividend growth, and price-dividend ratios are from the Irrational Exuberance dataset available on Robert Shiller’s website.11 As a proxy for market returns we use
the monthly real log returns including dividends on the S&P 500 index. Dividend growth
11

http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm.
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is the log difference of the monthly real dividends on the market portfolio. The log pricedividend ratio is the log difference between the real S&P 500 price and the corresponding
monthly real dividend.
Monthly ex ante real risk-free returns are constructed following Beeler and Campbell (2012).
We use the seasonally unadjusted consumer price index (CPI) from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics to construct quarterly and yearly inﬂation as the log difference between the CPI
levels at the end of the current period and the end of the previous period. To construct ex
post real risk-free yields we subtract the quarterly log inﬂation from the log CRSP Treasuries
three month risk-free yields. Ex ante risk-free rates are the predicted value from the regression of ex post real risk-free yields on an intercept, nominal risk-free yields and the annual
log inﬂation divided by four.
We obtain average monthly land-based U.S. temperature anomalies from the nClimDiv dataset
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).12 We transform these
anomalies to degrees Celsius, as in Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa (2019). We use the ﬁrst difference of the ﬁve-year moving average (MA) of the temperature anomaly as a proxy for the
long-term temperature change.
Consumption data is from National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA). Annual per capita
real consumption growth is the seasonally-adjusted aggregate nominal consumption expenditures on nondurables and services (NIPA Table 2.3.5), adjusted with the price deﬂator
series from NIPA Table 2.3.4 and divided by population (from NIPA Table 2.1).
We construct portfolios that are vulnerable or non-vulnerable to temperature change based
a sort of industry portfolios on contemporaneous exposure to temperature change, building on the work of Balvers, Du, and Zhao (2017). We obtain value weighted monthly industry
returns for 49 industries from Kenneth French’s website.13 We run a ﬁve-year rolling window regression (with at least 2.5 years of available data) of the log real monthly industry
returns on temperature change and log real market returns. We then sort the industries
on their exposure to temperature change and take the bottom (top) 5 industries as (non)vulnerable industries. We take equally weighted returns of these industries in the month
12
Temperature anomalies are the monthly average temperatures minus the average temperature in that
same month for our base period 1901-2000. This base period is arbitrary and has no impact on our results,
since we take a ﬁrst difference that drops the base level.
13
https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html.
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after our regression as the return of our vulnerable and non-vulnerable portfolios.
The sample period is 1947-2019.14 All variables are monthly, except for consumption growth,
which is annual because monthly consumption data is unavailable in the early years of our
sample. Whenever we report quarterly or annual results, these are time-aggregated from
monthly data using the methods from Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2016).

3.3

Model calibrations

We calibrate the LRR-T model with the calibration parameters given in Table 1. The main calibration is a scenario in which the temperature anomaly is zero in expectation at the start of
our sample, with a long-term temperature expectation that is one degree Celsius higher. We
call this the baseline climate change scenario and it is chosen because it closely matches
our historical data, where we observe an increase in the temperature anomaly roughly
from zero to one degree Celsius15 . We calibrate the LRR-T model for the baseline scenario
to match economic growth and ﬁnancial moments.
We adjust the baseline LRR-T calibration in two ways for additional analyses. First, we include two scenarios with increased climate change for which we use the same LRR-T calibration, adjusting only the expected temperature change by adjusting the starting atmospheric
carbon concentration (ε0 ) and the separate trend in carbon emissions (µe ). The alternative
scenarios have expected increases from one to two (moderate scenario) and one to four
(severe scenario) degrees Celsius over our sample period. For these scenarios we start at
a higher temperature level to match expected climate change going forward, instead of
matching observed data. Second, we allow for portfolio-speciﬁc impact of climate change
by adjusting the dividend growth loading on climate disasters φi to increase or decrease
vulnerability towards climate change. Speciﬁcally, we include the market portfolio in the
baseline calibration and use φv and φnv for the vulnerable and non-vulnerable portfolios,
respectively.
The ﬁrst and second moments of observed economic growth, price-dividend ratios and returns in the data are compared with the implications from the LRR-T model calibrations in
14

Our starting date follows Barnett (2020) and balances the need for a longer sample to make more accurate
long-term return forecasts with the fact that data from periods preceding the general awareness of climate
change is likely uninformative about the impact of climate change on long-horizon equity risk.
15
In our sample, the temperature anomaly is 0.1 in 1948 and 1.2 in 2019. Alternative sources of temperature
anomalies show more smoothed versions that are closer to the 0-1 we use in our calibration.
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Table 1: Calibration parameters for the temperature long-run risk model
LRR-T Baseline
Preferences
Consumption
Dividend
Climate
Scenarios
LRR-T Moderate
LRR-T Severe

δ
0.998
µc
0.0052
µd
0.0062
νe
0.9971

γ
6
ρ
0.99
πd
2.0
ε0
-1

ε0
4
2.1

µe
0.0238
0.0528

ψ
1.5
d
-0.004166
φm
1.1
µe
0.0095

σ̄
0.0072
φv
1.35
Θ
1

ν
0.999
φnv
0.85
σζ
0.4

σw
0.0000028
ϕd
5.0
χ
0.2

λ0
0.075

λ1
0.075

This table shows the calibrated parameters for the temperature long-run risk model from Equations
(8) to (11), based on a monthly decision interval. The baseline scenario matches historically observed
climate change, with the temperature anomaly increasing from 0 to 1 degrees Celsius in expectation. The alternative scenarios forecast increased climate change, with future expected increases of
the temperature anomaly from 1 to 2 and 1 to 4 degrees Celsius, respectively, for the moderate and
severe scenarios. For these alternative scenairos, we only adjust the climate process in the baseline
calibration by using different values for ε0 and µe . φm , φv and φnv are the parameters for the different growth processes of the market, and the portfolios vulnerable and non-vulnerable to temperature innovations, respectively.

Table 2. The baseline LRR-T model ﬁts the data well in most aspects. The main moments the
model does not match the data are related to the price-dividend ratio, as is commonly observed with LRR calibrations. For example, Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012) report expected
price-dividend ratios at 3.07 and standard deviation of the price-dividend ratio at 26% in
their LRR population moments. In our calibration, we have a stronger focus on matching
equity returns well, for these moments our LRR-T calibration performs better than previous
LRR calibrations.
Increased temperature change in the moderate and severe LRR-T scenarios change the
model implications in several ways. In general, we ﬁnd that higher temperatures imply
more disasters, resulting in lower growth rates, price-dividend ratios and average returns.
The annual standard deviation of the market returns does not increase with more severe
climate scenarios, because negative monthly market returns around disasters are followed
by a quick recovery. In other words, each climate disaster has a persistent impact on prices
and price-dividend ratios, but its effect on market returns is transitory. Expected market
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Table 2: Calibration moments for temperature long-run risk models
Data

LRR-T Baseline

LRR-T Moderate

LRR-T Severe

E(rm )
σ(rm )
E(rf )
σ(rf )
E(p − d)
σ(p − d)

0.072
0.164
0.006
0.019
3.515
0.446

0.070
0.160
0.006
0.024
3.011
0.226

0.049
0.160
-0.013
0.029
2.801
0.214

0.025
0.161
-0.035
0.040
2.530
0.258

E(∆c)
σ(∆c)
E(∆d)
σ(∆d)

0.018
0.013
0.025
0.061

0.018
0.039
0.025
0.118

-0.011
0.046
-0.007
0.123

-0.044
0.059
-0.043
0.130

E(∆T )
σ(∆T )

0.015
0.112

0.014
0.112

0.014
0.112

0.041
0.115

This table reports the ﬁrst and second moments of market returns, ex-ante risk-free yields, log pricedividend ratios, consumption and dividend growth, and the temperature innovation. The ﬁrst column reports the historical moments from monthly data time-aggregated to annual values (19472019), the columns on the right show the population moments from 10,000 simulations from the
three different calibrations of the LRR-T models from Table 1. The baseline model matches historically observed climate change and the moderate and severe models forecast scenarios with increased climate change.

returns are, however, signiﬁcantly lower with more severe climate scenarios because of
the increased occurrence of disasters that each have a transitory effect on market returns.
In expectation, the market risk premium remains similar with different scenarios for climate change, because expected market returns and expected risk-free returns decrease
by roughly the same amount. Finally, the standard deviations of consumption growth increase relatively more than those of dividend growth, because consumption growth is more
affected by the increased occurrence of disasters than dividend growth16 .

3.4

Model simulations

We derive the implications of the LRR-T model for return dynamics by applying the framework of Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018). The LRR-T model does not present an
16

Consumption growth is affected more in our calibration because we prioritize matching the observed standard deviation of market returns to matching the observed standard deviation of dividend growth. Effectively,
we include a relatively volatile shock ut+1 in the dividend growth process of Equation (8) that is not affected by
the occurrence of disasters. Therefore, the standard deviation of dividend growth is not affected as much by
increased disaster occurrence.
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analytical solution to the VAR from Equation (1). Therefore, we simulate data from our asset pricing model and estimate the VAR on the simulated data. For each version of the LRRT model (i.e. for each calibration), we simulate 10,000 samples based on the processes in
Equations (8)-(11), combined with the calibration from Table 1 and the solution to the ﬁxed
point problem discussed in Appendix A.1. Each simulated sample matches our historical
data sample of 292 quarters from 1947Q1 to 2019Q4. We compute the levels, variances and
correlations of the variables in the VAR model as implied by the LRR-T model as the mean of
the VAR estimations for these 10,000 samples.
Our Bayesian investors combines the parameter estimates from the VAR model estimated
using historical data on stock market returns, price-dividend ratios, risk-free rates, and temperature innovations, with the VAR parameters implied by the simulations from the LRRT model. We give the same weight to the historical data and prior information. To achieve
this, we set the misspeciﬁcation of the model-implied prior of the VAR parameters to match
the misspeciﬁcation in the historical data, by scaling the prior density to the number of observations in our sample (N ). This is visible in the posterior distributions presented in Appendix A.3.
To illustrate how temperature change impacts ﬁnancial performance we show a single simulation from the baseline LRR-T calibration in Figure 217 . In this simulation we see that temperatures increase over the sample (in line with the calibrated trend), with quite some variance in the temperature process as is observed in the historical data. In expectation, temperature anomalies start at 0 and increase to 1, but we observe both much higher and lower
temperature anomalies in the simulation shown in Figure 2. With increases in temperatures, the expected occurrence of future disasters that affect future consumption and dividend growth rates is increased. Price-dividend ratios and risk-free rates respond to these
expected future adverse events with immediately decreases. Climate disasters start occurring in the second half of the simulation, most clearly visible in the risk-free rate18 . These
disasters have an immediate and persistent impact on risk-free rates and price-dividend
ratios. In market returns, we do not observe persistent impact of disasters, as decreasing
17
This is a single simulation that we have chosen semi-randomly - this is not the general pattern from a large
group of simulations, but a random outcome.
18
We note that, in this simulation, we observe disasters relatively late by coincidence - in expectation we
would observe roughly one disaster each every 100 months.
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Figure 2: A single simulation from the baseline LRR-T model.
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Table 3: Population estimates for VAR parameter and covariances from the temperature
long-run risk model
Intercept
rm,t+1
pt+1 − dt+1
rf,t+1
∆Tt+1

0.232
0.309
−0.001
−0.005

pt − dt

−0.050
0.929
0.000
0.001

rf,t

∆Tt

2.589
2.170
0.981
−0.007

−0.058
−0.161
−0.001
0.963

This table shows the model coefﬁcients of the VAR from Equation (1) as implied by the population
moments of the baseline LRR-T model. The model is estimated on a quarterly time interval matching
1947Q1-2019Q4.

since we base the VAR in this table on the population moments from the model without allowing for misspeciﬁcation. First, relations between market returns and ﬁnancial predictive
variables are as expected. Increases in price-dividend ratios decrease expected market returns and increases in risk-free rates increase expected market returns. This VAR structure
differs from previous literature by the inclusion of a temperature innovation as a predictive variable. Temperature increases have a strong negative impact on next period expected
market returns. The coefﬁcient from market returns on the temperature trend implies that
a one standard deviation shock to temperature change decreases quarterly expected market returns by 0.65%, or 2.6% annually. This initial impact on market returns is partly offset
in long-horizon forecasts, because the temperature increase also decreases price-dividend
ratios. The temperature innovation is highly persistent, which is implied by the LRR-T model
because we calibrate a positive trend in the temperature anomaly. Overall, this VAR shows
that the LRR-T model indeed imposes a structure on the impact of temperature changes on
equity risk and return.
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Empirical Results

Thus far we have examined the effect of climate change on ﬁnancial markets through the
lens of the LRR-T model. We now discuss how these theoretical implications affect the empirical estimates of a Bayesian investor. Section 4.1 presents predictive regression estimates
for an investor who forms prior beliefs based on the LRR-T model and for an investor who
fully relies on historical data. Section 4.2 shows the implications of these estimates for longhorizon return variances and correlations. Section 4.3 combined these results in portfolio
choice of investors with different beliefs over the horizon.

4.1

Predictive regressions

We estimate the quarterly predictive VAR from Equation (1) on the sample from 1947Q1 to
2019Q4 for three investor types: an agnostic investor who uses a data-based VAR with uninformative prior, a dogmatic investor, referred to as climate risk believer, who assumes
that the VAR parameters follow the structure implied by the baseline LRR-T model, and a
Bayesian investor who estimates the VAR parameters by combining historical data with the
theoretical insights from the LRR-T model. Table 4 shows the posterior mean of the VAR coefﬁcients for these investor types, along with their posterior standard deviations.
In panel A of Table 4, we show the posterior VAR based on historical data. From the coefﬁcient estimates we observe that price-dividend ratios have negative forecasting power on
market returns, while increases in risk-free yields imply higher market returns. The inclusion of temperature change in the model does not make the VAR much more informative
for long-horizon return forecasts. We observe statistically insigniﬁcant, but economically
meaningful, positive coefﬁcient estimates on the temperature trend. The positive relation
between the historical temperature trend and ﬁnancial outcomes is expected, since we
have observed both increasing temperatures and ﬁnancial growth in our sample.
On the other hand, we have a dogmatic investor that bases her beliefs about the VAR model
completely on the LRR-T prior. Panel B of Table 4 reports the posterior VAR for this climate
risk believer, based on the baseline LRR-T model. The VAR coefﬁcients are almost identical to the population estimated for the VAR parameters reported in Table 3. The difference
with the population estimated are in the decreased statistical signiﬁcance of the results. We
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Table 4: VAR parameter estimates for the agnostic, dogmatic and Bayesian investor
Panel A: Data (uninformative prior) - Agnostic
Intercept pt − dt
rf,t
∆Tt
rm,t+1

pt+1 − dt+1
rf,t+1
∆Tt+1

0.116
0.049
0.074
0.051
0.002
0.001
-0.035
0.034

-0.020
0.010
0.985
0.010
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.007

Panel B: LRR-T prior - Dogmatic
Intercept pt − dt
rm,t+1

pt+1 − dt+1
rf,t+1
∆Tt+1

0.234
0.140
0.309
0.097
-0.001
0.002
-0.005
0.013

-0.050
0.032
0.929
0.022
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.003

0.713
0.925
1.302
0.955
0.883
0.022
0.832
0.656

0.029
0.084
0.014
0.087
0.001
0.002
0.072
0.059

rf,t

∆Tt

2.602
1.132
2.169
0.784
0.982
0.017
-0.011
0.111

-0.061
0.182
-0.160
0.126
-0.001
0.003
0.963
0.018

Panel C: Data with LRR-T prior - Bayesian
Intercept pt − dt
rf,t
rm,t+1

pt+1 − dt+1
rf,t+1
∆Tt+1

0.049
0.024
0.032
0.025
0.000
0.001
0.008
0.018

-0.007
0.005
0.993
0.005
0.000
0.000
-0.001
0.004

1.083
0.403
0.439
0.386
0.962
0.010
0.177
0.263

∆Tt
0.011
0.046
-0.001
0.051
0.000
0.002
0.299
0.039

This table shows the posterior means of the parameter estimates of VAR from Equation (1). Posterior
standard deviations are reported below the coefﬁcients. Panel A reports the VAR for the agnostic
investor, based on uninformative priors. Panel B reports the VAR for the climate risk believer, based
on the baseline LRR-T prior. Panel C reports the VAR for the Bayesian investor that combines data
with the baseline LRR-T prior. The VARs are based on a quarterly sample from 1947Q1 to 2019Q4.

introduce model misspeciﬁcation in these estimates to match the information in the prior
beliefs to the historical data sample from 1947Q1 to 2019Q4, as described in Section 2.2.
We still observe economically meaningful negative impact from increased temperatures on
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ﬁnancial outcomes, but our sample is relatively short for long-horizon forecasts19 , which
may be why posterior coefﬁcients on temperature change are now statistically insigniﬁcant.
Comparing panels A and B, it is clear that historical data and economic theory have opposing implications about the impact of climate change on ﬁnancial performance, which makes
it useful to include both views.
Panel C of Table 4 reports the posterior VAR for the Bayesian investor that combines implications from historical data (panel A) with the baseline LRR-T prior (panel B). As expected,
the posterior coefﬁcients and correlations of this VAR are generally in between the reported
values in panel A and panel B. Since panels A and B present opposite results, the Bayesian
investor generally does not seem to give a lot of weight to temperature change, which is visible in the small absolute posterior coefﬁcients on temperature change. These small coefﬁcients do have signiﬁcant impact on long-horizon predictive distributions of market returns,
however. Small changes in the predictive VAR parameters become increasingly important
after several quarterly forecasts.
Table 5 shows similar predictive regressions for the vulnerable and non-vulnerable portfolios. In these portfolios, we see stronger predictive power from temperature change on
returns, especially for the agnostic investor in panel A and the Bayesian investor in panel C.
The agnostic investor ﬁnds negative (positive) predictive power from temperature change
on the returns of the (non-)vulnerable portfolio. Increasing temperatures decrease vulnerable portfolios, which seems to suggest lower expected future dividends. Non-vulnerable
assets are positively affected by temperature increases. Both these coefﬁcients are statistically insigniﬁcant, but economically meaningful. However, the difference between these two
portfolios does have a statistically signiﬁcant loading on temperature change. In the LRRT prior, we also ﬁnd a negative loading from vulnerable portfolio returns on temperature
change. However, in contrast to the data, the non-vulnerable portfolio is also negatively affected by temperature increases. This is in line with the model set-up, where all portfolios
are always negatively affected by disasters. The Bayesian investor shows coefﬁcients between those of the agnostic and the dogmatic investors.
19
Generally, samples used for long-horizon forecasts are longer than 100 years. For example, Avramov,
Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018) use 141 years of historical data. As discussed above, we are forced to analyze a shorter sample because we believe that historical data from longer ago is not informative about the
impact of climate change on market returns.
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Table 5: Predictive regression for vulnerable and non-vulnerable returns
Panel A: Data (uninformative prior) - Agnostic
Intercept pt − dt
rf,t
∆Tt

rv,t+1

rnv,t+1

0.130
0.068
0.140
0.076

-0.023
0.014
-0.027
0.015

-0.136
1.306
0.300
1.443

Panel B: LRR-T prior - Dogmatic
Intercept pt − dt
rf,t

rv,t+1

rnv,t+1

0.307
0.144
0.137
0.132

-0.066
0.033
-0.029
0.030

3.108
1.188
1.926
1.092

-0.042
0.117
0.136
0.131
∆Tt
-0.076
0.186
-0.034
0.171

Panel C: Data with LRR-T prior - Bayesian
Intercept pt − dt
rf,t
∆Tt

rv,t+1

rnv,t+1

0.071
0.033
0.063
0.035

-0.011
0.007
-0.012
0.007

0.981
0.523
1.062
0.552

-0.046
0.066
0.080
0.070

This table shows the posterior means of the parameter estimates of the predictive regression for
(non-) vulnerable portfolio returns on the market log price-dividend ratio, the risk-free return and
temperature change. Posterior standard deviations are reported below the coefﬁcients. Panel A reports the coefﬁcients for the agnostic investor, based on uninformative priors. Panel B reports the
coefﬁcients for the climate risk believer, based on the baseline LRR-T prior. Panel C reports the coefﬁcients for the Bayesian investor that combines data with the baseline LRR-T prior. The regressions
are based on a quarterly sample from 1947Q1 to 2019Q4.

4.2

Long-horizon implications

We now use the VARs from Table 4 and the long-horizon variance from Equation (5) to forecast variance ratios for horizons up to 100 quarters.20 In Figure 3, the per period variance
by horizon is given for the agnostic (data-based), dogmatic (LRR-T based), and Bayesian
(LRR-T combined with data) investors. Within a few quarters, the variance ratios quickly diverge. This result is mainly driven by the strong difference in mean reversion in the data
and the LRR-T prior. Uncertainty about future expected returns is similar for both investors.
In the data, we ﬁnd extremely strong mean reversion, which is also visible in, among others,
20

Because our VAR model assumes normally distributed errors, a potential concern may be that it does not
generate disaster-induced jumps in out-of-sample return forecasts. However, in-sample disasters in the LRR-T
prior do increase out-of-sample return volatility and generate a disaster risk premium in the return forecasts
for the dogmatic and Bayesian investors. Climate-induced disasters therefore affect long-horizon forecasts and
asset allocation, even without an explicit jump structure in the forecasting model.
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Barberis (2000) and Siegel (2008). Therefore, long-horizon variance ratios are only a fraction
of the short-term variance ratios in the data. Intuitively, current low (high) returns are offset by future high (low) returns, because of predictability in returns in the data combined
with negative correlation between current and future returns. In the LRR-T model, however,
there is signiﬁcantly less mean reversion. Intuitively, mean reversion decreases because
current low returns caused by climate-induced disasters are followed by future low returns
caused by even more disasters. This effect is driven by the fact that disasters occur in clusters, in periods with high temperature levels. Therefore, the negative correlation between
current and future returns that is needed for mean reversion is much weaker than in the
data.
Combining historical data with the LRR-T prior, we ﬁnd that the variance ratio for the Bayesian
investor decreases slightly with the horizon. We ﬁnd that the predictive mean reversion of
the Bayesian LRR-T investor is smaller than that of both the LRR-T prior and the historical
data. This is an observation Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018) also report for the
Bayesian LRR investor, for which we do not have an explanation.
Another important aspect of portfolio choice over the horizon is the correlation between
the assets in the optimization. When the risk-free return is highly correlated with risky portfolio returns, this pushes the investor towards the risky asset because there are smaller diversiﬁcation beneﬁts from buying the risk-free asset. Similarly, when the vulnerable and
non-vulnerable returns are highly correlated, investors are pushed towards the portfolio
with the best combination of risk and return.
Figure 4 shows these correlations for different investment horizons. In the short run, riskfree returns are hardly correlated with returns of risky portfolios (neither with the market,
nor with vulnerable or non-vulnerable portfolios). In the long run, however, the correlation
between the risk-free returns and the market returns becomes positive for every investor,
with higher returns implied by the LRR-T model. For the vulnerable and non-vulnerable
portfolios, the risk-free return is hardly correlated with the risky returns in the data. These
observed correlations all correspond nicely with the estimated coefﬁcients from risky return
on the risk-free return in the predictive regressions from Tables 4 and 5. Positive (negative)
loadings in those regressions imply more positive (negative) correlations with the risk-free
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Figure 3: Predictive variance ratios and its components by horizon.
This ﬁgure shows the predictive variance ratio (top left) and the underlying components related to
mean reversion (top right) and uncertainty about future expected returns (bottom left). The variance
ratios of the Bayesian investor (LRR-T+Data) are based on the VAR from panel C of Table 4, combining the views of the agnostic investor (Data) and climate risk believer (LRR-T) from panels A and B of
Table 4. Variance ratios are observed for investment horizons from 1 to 100 quarters.
return over the horizon. The correlation between the returns of the vulnerable and nonvulnerable portfolios is relatively high, but decreasing by horizon for both the data-based
and Bayesian investors.

4.3

Optimal portfolio choice

We have now documented three key results. First, as illustrated in Figure 2, the LRR-T riskpremium for the market increases after the occurrence of disasters, because the risk-free
rate is persistently lower while the impact on market returns is transitory. Thus, the future
expected risk premium is larger in the LRR-T model. Second, Figure 3 shows that variance
over the horizon is affected signiﬁcantly when climate change is taken into account through
the LRR-T model. Speciﬁcally, the per period variance of market returns increases increases
by horizon for climate risk believers (LRR-T investors), while it decreases for agnostic in32
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Figure 4: Predictive correlations by horizon.
This ﬁgure shows the predictive correlations between the market portfolio and the risk-free asset
(top left), the vulnerable and non-vulnerable portfolios (top right) and the (non-)vulnerable portfolio
and the risk-free asset (bottom). The correlations of the Bayesian investor (LRR-T+Data) are based
on the forecasts from the predictive regressions in panel C of Tables 4 and 5, combining the views of
the agnostic investor (Data) and climate risk believer (LRR-T) from panels A and B of Tables 4 and 5.
Predictive correlations are observed for investment horizons from 1 to 100 quarters.
vestor who base their analysis on historical data. Third, correlations between returns on the
risk-free asset and the market increase by horizon, both in the data and in the LRR-T model.
At the same time, correlations between risky assets decrease by horizon. These results each
have implications for portfolio choice, as we discuss in this section.
First, we analyze a long-only investor that can invest in the market portfolio and a risk-free
asset. The top panel of Figure 5 shows the optimal allocation to equities for the agnostic,
dogmatic, and Bayesian investors. The optimal weight in equities increases quickly with the
investment horizon for the agnostic investor, because there is very strong mean reversion
in the related predictive VAR as documented by Barberis (2000) and Siegel (2008). Dogmatic
investors that invest based on LRR-T implications have higher weights to equities than the
agnostic investor for horizons of up to roughly 25 quarters, with the opposite result for
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Equity Allocation by Investor Type
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Figure 5: Optimal weight to equities by horizon for different investor types and climate scenarios.
This ﬁgure shows the optimal weight to equities for an investor with risk aversion parameter A=5,
based on predictive returns and variances from the VAR models in Table 4 for the agnostic investor
(Data), climate risk believer (LRR-T) and Bayesian investor (LRR-T+Data). We optimize the weight to
equities with the risk-free asset as alternative investment for investment horizons from 1 to 100
quarters. In the top panel, results are from the baseline LRR-T model. The bottom panel shows the
results from the Bayesian investor with alternative (baseline, moderate and severe) climate scenarios. We do not allow for short selling.
longer investments horizons. In the short run, the increase in the future risk premium implied by LRR-T outweighs the increased variance from decreased mean reversion. In the
long run, dogmatic investors deal with constantly increasing variance ratios over the investment horizon, resulting in lower allocations to equities.
The Bayesian investor shows continually increasing optimal weights to equities for all horizons. These results correspond to the continues decrease in variance ratios documented in
Figure 3. However, the increase in optimal allocation to equities is stronger than would be
expected from the relatively minor decrease in variance ratios alone. There are two other
effects that push this investor towards the market. First, the risk-free rate has signiﬁcant
reinvestment risk over longer horizons, because disasters result in persistent decreases in
risk-free returns. Second, the correlation between the risk-free returns and market returns
34
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are strongly positive at longer horizons, as documented in Figure 4.
Now that we have discussed the optimal portfolios for different investor types, we assess
the impact of alternative climate change scenarios on our results. The bottom panel of Figure 5 reports the optimal allocation to equities for Bayesian investors taking into account
the three different climate scenarios in the LRR-T priors shown in the calibration in Table 1.
For long investment horizons, more severe climate change implies higher predictive variances that are not offset by increased risk premia and therefore lead to lower allocations to
equities. We ﬁnd that different climate scenarios do not impact short-term portfolio choice,
because in each of these different LRR-T calibrations disasters are not expected in the short
run. This highlights that taking climate change into account in strategic asset allocation decisions is particularly important for long-term investors such as pension funds.
Finally, we are interested in investors that allow for cross-sectional differences in long-horizon
portfolio choice by including portfolios that are either vulnerable or non-vulnerable to temperature change in their investment universe. Figure 6 shows the optimal allocations for an
investor that combines these investments with the risk-free asset. The most striking result
in this ﬁgure is the fact that it is never optimal for a long-only investor to invest in the nonvulnerable portfolio, independent of the views of the investor. Both in the data and the LRRT prior, the expected returns for the vulnerable assets are signiﬁcantly higher than those
for the non-vulnerable assets. Combined with the high correlation between the vulnerable
and non-vulnerable portfolios documented in Figure 4, investors are pushed towards the
vulnerable portfolio. Next to this, the implied allocation to the risky portfolio is similar as to
the market in the dogmatic LRR-T prior. In the data, the vulnerable portfolio has less mean
reversion, which results in a smaller allocation to the risky portfolios in the long run.
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Figure 6: Portfolio choice with vulnerable and non-vulnerable portfolios by horizon.
This ﬁgure shows the optimal weight to the risk-free asset, non-vulnerable, and vulnerable portfolios
for an investor with risk aversion parameter A=5, based on predictive returns and variances from the
regression models in Tables 4 and 5. Results are shown for the agnostic investor (Data), climate risk
believer (LRR-T) and Bayesian investor (LRR-T+Data). We optimize portfolios for investment horizons
from 1 to 100 quarters. We do not allow for short selling.
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Conclusion

We propose a novel approach for measuring the impact of climate change on long-term equity risk and optimal portfolio choice. We characterize the long-horizon dynamics of equity
returns by specifying a VAR model that includes temperature change as a predictor. Because historical data may not be very informative about the impact of climate change on
future stock market returns, we estimate the parameters of the VAR using a Bayesian approach that complements historical data with prior information derived from economic theory. Speciﬁcally, we elicit prior beliefs from the temperature long-run risk (LRR-T) model of
Bansal, Kiku, and Ochoa (2019).
We document four key ﬁndings. First, an investor with LRR-T beliefs perceives stock markets to be riskier over longer horizons because disasters induced by climate change reduce
mean reversion in returns. Mean reversion decreases because climate disasters tend to
cluster in periods with relatively high temperature levels. In other words, current disasters with an adverse impact on market returns are often quickly followed by new disasters,
increasing the correlation between current and future returns. Second, the investor with
LRR-T beliefs expects the market risk premium to increase after a climate disaster occurs.
In particular, whereas disasters cause a persistent negative shock to risk-free rates, the negative impact on expected market returns is transitory because prices rapidly adjust after a
disaster strikes.
Third, we show that for investors with a horizon longer than 25 quarters, the optimal allocation to equity decreases when accounting for climate change because the increase in perceived riskiness of stocks outweighs the increase in the market risk premium. In contrast,
for short-term investors the increase in market risk premium is sufﬁciently large to increase
the optimal allocation to equity relative to an investor with uninformative beliefs about the
effect of climate change on returns. Finally, we document that the risk premium for portfolios vulnerable to temperature innovations is sufﬁciently large in both the data and the
LRR-T beliefs that the long-only optimal allocation to portfolios that are non-vulnerable to
temperature innovations are zero for all horizons.
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Appendix

A.1

Solution to the temperature long-run risk model

The price-consumption ratio follows zt = A0 + A1 Tt + A2 Xt + A3 σt2 , where
θ(1 − κ1 ν)A3 = 0.5(1 − γ + θκ1 A1 χΘ)2 ,
θ(1 − κ1 ρ)A2 = (1 − γ)ρ,



(1 − γ + θκ1 A2 )d
θ(1 − κ1 νε )A1 = (1 − γ + θκ1 A2 )d 1 +
λ1 ∆t,
2


1
(1 − κ1 )A0 = log δ + κ0 + 1 − + κ1 A1 χΘ µc + κ1 A1 χµε
ψ

(12)

2
+ κ1 (1 − ν)A3 σ̄ 2 + 0.5θ((κ1 A1 χ)2 σζ2 + (κ1 A3 )2 σw
)


 
1
(1 − γ + θκ1 A2 )d
+ 1 − + κ 1 A2 d 1 +
∆tλ0 .
ψ
2

The price-dividend ratio for portfolio i (either the market (m), or the (non-)vulnerable portfolio (v or nv)) equals zt,i = A0,i + A1,i Tt + A2,i Xt + A3,i σt2 , where
(1 − κ1,i ν)A3,i = 0.5(((θ − 1)κ1 A1 + κ1,i A1,i )χΘ + πd − γ)2
+ 0.5ϕ2d + (θ − 1)(κ1 ν − 1)A3 ,
(1 − κ1,i ρ)A2,i = (θ − 1)(κ1 ρ − 1)A2 + φi ρ − γρ,
(1 − κ1,i νε )A1,i = (θ − 1)(κ1 νε − 1)A1 + CN (1 + 0.5CN )λ1 ∆t,
(1 − κ1,i )A0,i = θ log δ + (θ − 1)κ0 + κ0,i + (θ − 1)(κ1 − 1)A0 + µd

(13)

+ (((θ − 1)κ1 A1 + κ1,i A1,i )χΘ − γ)µc + ((θ − 1)κ1 A1 + κ1,i A1,i )χµε
+ CN (1 + 0.5CN )λ0 ∆t + ((θ − 1)κ1 A3 + κ1,i A3,i )(1 − ν)σ̄ 2
2
+ 0.5(((θ − 1)κ1 A3 + κ1,i A3,i )2 σw
+ ((θ − 1)κ1 A1 + κ1,i A1,i )2 χ2 σζ2 ),

CN = ((θ − 1)κ1 A2 + κ1,i A2,i + φi − γ)d.
The approximation constants κ0(,i) and κ1(,i) are deﬁned as
κ0(,i) = log(1 + exp(z̄(i) )) − κ1(,i) z̄(i) ,
κ1(,i) =

exp(z̄(i) )
,
1 + exp(z̄(i) )
40
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where z̄(i) is the mean of the wealth-consumption ratio zt or price-dividend ratio of portfolio
i, zt,i . We solve the mean of these ratios by numerically (through iteration) solving the ﬁxed
point problem
z̄(i) = A0(,i) + A1(,i) T̄t + A2(,i) X̄t + A3(,i) σ̄t2

 n


 n



1
1
E0
E0
+ A2(,i)
+ A3(,i) σ̄t 2 ,
= A0(,i) + A1(,i)
Tt
Xt
n
n
t=1

(15)

t=1

where the expected averages T̄t and X̄t over the sample from period t = 1 to t = n are given
as
 n
 



χ(µε + Θµc )
1
νε − νεn+1
T0 χ(µε + Θµc )
E0
−
+
,
Tt =
n
n
n(1 − νε )
1 − νε
1 − νε
t=1


 n

n


1
1
Xt =
E0 [Xt ]
E0
−X0 +
n
n
t=1
t=0



 (16)

X0 ρ − ρn+1
1 d∆tλ0 d∆tλ1 χ(µε + Θµc )
ρ − ρn+1
=
+
+
n−
n
1−ρ
n 1−ρ
1−ρ
1 − νε
1−ρ





1  d∆tλ1 
1 − νεn+1 1 − ρn+1
χ(µε + Θµc )
 
+
.
T0 −
−
nνε 1 − ρ
1 − νε
1 − νε
1−ρ
νε

The sample used in our regressions starts in 1947Q1 and runs until 2019Q4, 292 observations of quarterly data. For our simulations, we construct a similar sample. Therefore, we
simulate n = 939 months of data, resulting in a sample of 292 quarters after we drop the
ﬁrst ﬁve years of our simulation to make the ﬁrst difference of the ﬁve-year MA of temperatures and the last three months because of a lead in the risk-free yields.

A.2

Adjustments to the LRR-T model

The LRR-T model presented in Section 3.1 deviates from the LRR-T model of Bansal, Kiku,
and Ochoa (2019) in several ways.
First, in Equation (8), the dividend growth process allows for different loadings on the different shocks in the model and we let volatility vary over time. Both adjustments increase
the ﬂexibility of the model and are generally implemented in recent versions of LRR model
(among others, in Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012)). We allow for portfolio-speciﬁc disasters
impact through a portfolio-speciﬁc φi .
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Second, in Equation (9), we include a persistence ρ < 1 of the economic impact of disasters
X, instead of ρ = 1. We believe that it is reasonable that climate-related disasters have a
persistent impact on consumption and dividend growth, but that impact should not be indeﬁnite. In the same equation, we let the increments of the disaster process (∆N ) be Poisson distributed, instead of the whole process N . With this adjustment, we make the current
disaster intensity dependent on recent temperature levels, instead of on the historical path
of temperature growth.
Third, in Equation (10), the atmospheric carbon concentration includes a separate trend µε .
This trend is used to generate the different climate scenarios in our analysis.
Finally, in Equation (11), we assume that the log wealth-consumption ratio zt and the log
price-dividend ratio zt,m also depend on the economic disaster impact Xt and time-varying
variance σt2 . The inclusion of σt2 follows the inclusion of time-varying volatility in Equation
(8). We believe that the the inclusion of economic disaster impact Xt in the processes for zt
and zt,m is intuitively reasonable. When temperatures increase, zt and zt,m should decrease
as prices decrease to adjust for expected future disasters. Without sufﬁcient precautionary
savings, these ratios should also be affected when disasters occur, because these disasters
should have signiﬁcant cashﬂow impact.

A.3

Posterior VAR distributions

We follow Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018) and estimate the VAR model in Equation (1) as









1
rm,t+1








pt − pd 
pt+1 − dt+1 




=C 
 + t+1 ,





rf,t

 rf,t−1 





∆Tt+1
∆Tt

t+1 ∼ N (0, Σ).

(17)

where C is the VAR coefﬁcients matrix and Σ is the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals. As shown in the Appendix of Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018), the posterior distribution of the VAR parameters with the model-based prior conditional on the ob-
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served data for periods 1, . . . , t, Dt , and the asset pricing model parameters ΘM is given by
Σ | Dt , ΘM ∼ IW ((ωM + ωD )N Σ̂(ΘM ), (ωM + ωD )N − 4),
C | Σ, Dt , ΘM ∼ N (Ĉ(ΘM ), Σ ⊗

(ωM N Γ∗xx



+ ωD X X)

−1

(18)

),

in which
Σ̂(ΘM ) =

(ωM

1
[(ωM N Γ∗yy + ωD Y  Y )
+ ωD )N

− (ωM N Γ∗xy + ωD Y  X)(ωM N Γ∗xx + ωD X  X)−1 (ωM N Γ∗xy + ωD X  Y )],

(19)

Ĉ(ΘM ) = (ωM N Γ∗xx + ωD X  X)−1 (ωM N Γ∗xy + ωD X  Y ),
N is the number of observations in our sample (292 quarters), and Γ∗xx , Γ∗xy , and Γ∗yy are
the population moments from the asset pricing models in Section 3.1, conditional on the
model parameters ΘM , as introduced in the Appendix of Avramov, Cederburg, and Lucivjanska (2018). Finally,

ωM
ωM +ωD

and

ωD
ωM +ωD

are the weight given to the model-based prior and

the historical data, respectively. For the Bayesian investor, we set equal weights to the informative prior and historical data by setting ωM = ωD = 1. For the agnostic investor we
specify ωM = 0 and ωD = 1, and Equation (18) then equals the posterior of the analysis on
historical data with a multivariate Jeffreys uninformative prior. For the climate change believer we specify ωM = 1 and ωD = 0, and Equation (18) then equals the prior distribution
solely based on an asset pricing model.

A.4

Numerical optimal asset allocation

We numerically solve the optimal asset allocation for our buy-and-hold long-only investor
following the methodology from, among others, Barberis (2000). This appendix explains our
methodology. We closely follow a similar explanation in the appendix from Diris (2014) in
this section.
Sampling from the predictive distribution
We sample N = 250, 000 paths of length K = 100 quarters from the predictive distribution
of the asset returns and state variables in our VAR model. We repeat the following two steps
N times:
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1. For k in 1, . . . , K, Sample the returns and state variables in period k conditional on the
posterior mean VAR parameters (a, B, Σ) and the predictor variable values in k − 1. We
start forecasting from the last observed value of our predictor variables in the data at
period k = 1.
2. Re-sample the asset returns and predictor variables in period k when we draw a quarterly return for the risk-free asset below −10%. This step is needed to avoid minus
inﬁnity utility, as an investor can never go bankrupt as long as it invests in the risk-free
asset with this restriction. In practice, re-sampling is hardly ever required.
Calculation of buy-and-hold portfolio
Based on the N return forecasts from above we now follow the steps below to compute the
optimal investment portfolio.
1. Make a grid of portfolio weights. We invest long only, i.e. weights are between zero
and one, and use steps of 0.01 for our grid search. Then, for each weight in the grid:
2. Take a set of weights and calculate realized utility for each simulated path.
3. Approximate expected utility with the mean of these N realized utilities.
For each horizon k = 1, . . . , K, we choose the optimal vector of weights as the one that
results in the largest expected utility from 3.
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